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Jupiter

• Orbit: 5.4 AU

• Equatorial radius: 71,000 km

• Rotation period :9.92 hours

• Oblateness:1/16 (Earth = 1/298)

• Mass: 318 Earth masses
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Core?
Dynamical atmosphere

Molecular hydrogen

Metalic hydrogen

Juno mission goals:

• Deep dynamics
• Interior structure (core?)
• Formation and evolution
• Magnetic field
• Magnetosphere
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• During the prime mission Juno orbited Jupiter every 53 days (34 orbits: July 2016 - June 2021)
• Juno is now in a 34 day orbit (since Europa flyby in September 2022)
• Polar orbit with perijove drift of 1 degree northward
• Perijove distance is ~4000 km



Juno extended mission (since July 2021)  

• During the prime mission Juno orbited Jupiter every 53 days (34 orbits: July 2016 - June 2021)
• Juno is now in a 34 day orbit (since Europa flyby in September 2022)
• Polar orbit with perijove drift of 1 degree northward
• Perijove distance is ~4000 km
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Juno's microwave measurements reveal an ammonia plume near 
the equator. 

Bolton et al., 2017, Science
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SH

Adriani et al., 2018, Nature



Side view of the north pole

Adriani et al., 2018, Nature
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What sets the stability and location of the 
circumpolar cyclones?

Figure 1: Observations of the polar cyclones of Jupiter and Saturn. The photos of Jupiter are infrared images
taken by Juno’s JIRAM camera1. The photos of Saturn were captured by the Cassini ISS13. Longitude lines are
pointing to the poles and are 15◦ apart. A latitude circle is shown at 80◦ N/S for Jupiter and at 85◦ N/S for Saturn.

using a single-layer SW model 29, investigating their depth and structure and providing evidence for anticyclonic
shielding around the CPCs. Taking another approach, using deep 3D models, it was shown that Jovian cyclones
could extend deep, and may emanate from convection of heat30,31,32. This 3D vortex behavior was also studied in
laboratory experiments33,34.

In addition to the pull on a vortex due to the b-drift, a similar mechanism can act on a vortex by the presence
of any background vorticity gradient. For example, this gradient can be induced by jet streams and influence the
movement of a crossing vortex 35,36. This generalization appears to be key for understanding the stability of the
circumpolar vortices on Jupiter.

Vortex drift by a background vorticity gradient

For understanding the stability of the CPCs, it is essential to generalize the beta-drift as a force that acts in the
direction of rising background vorticity. For intuition, one can think of a simplistic scenario in which the conserved
potential vorticity (PV) consists in one part of a constant vorticity by a solid-disk, counter-clockwise rotating vortex,
and of a background vorticity that monotonically rises northward (Extended Data Fig. 1). A fluid parcel that starts
on the southern edge of the vortex, where the background vorticity is small, will be carried by the vortex circulation
to the eastern edge, where the background vorticity is higher. To conserve PV, a negative relative vorticity would
be induced. The opposite will happen with a northern parcel that will induce positive vorticity while reaching the
west side. This dipole of induced vorticity, usually termed “b-gyres”37,38, will then shear the velocity field and
thus generate a northward velocity profi le (Extended Data Fig. 1). The mean force acting on a vortex due to this
phenomenon is proportional to the gradient of background vorticity both in magnitude and in direction. Cyclones
are pulled toward the highest ascent of background vorticity while anti-cyclones are pulled toward the highest
descent.
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beta-drift:

Conservation of barotropic 
potential vorticity:

Relative vorticity Planetary vorticity
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Meridional stability of circumpolar cyclones
If the only vorticity gradient present in the background of a 
cyclone is due to the planetary sphericity, it will tend to move pole-
ward until this gradient vanishes precisely at the pole. Assuming 
a PC is already present at the pole (Fig. 3), the PC will induce a 
vorticity gradient of itself around the pole. The velocity profiles 
observed for the PCs of Jupiter and Saturn resemble a solid-disc 
rotation in an inner region, and an exponential decay outside of it 
(Extended Data Figs. 1 and 2). W here the velocity decays exponen-
tially, the relative vorticity is negative due to the functional rela-
tion between velocity and vorticity (Methods and Extended Data  
Fig. 3). As the vorticity of the PC must vanish far away, an annulus 
of a positive relative vorticity gradient should exist around a PC 
due to its presence. However, f has its maximum magnitude at the 
poles and is 0 at the equator. Therefore, its gradient ( ≡ , where 
r is the distance from the pole) is always negative away from the 
pole. The magnitude of β is highest near the equator and vanishes 
at the poles36. These trends mean that, theoretically, there can be a 
latitude at which a poleward-migrating CPC will be in equilibrium 
as the gradients of vorticity due to the PC and due to the planetary 
sphericity are equal and opposite13. We propose this criterion of 
whether a PC can generate a vorticity gradient that opposes β as a 
separating threshold between two polar states: one state in which 
a circumpolar ring of vortices can be stably held, and one in which 
the planetary gradient of vorticity is always greater, where any 
incoming CPC will be merged into the PC.

Considering the meridional balance on a CPC, we define

≡ +

where ξPC is the vorticity of the PC. Fθ is proportional to the net 
meridional force on a CPC (FPC − Fβ in Fig. 3). It is required that 
Fθ =  0 for a CPC to be in a meridional balance. Moreover, if Fθ is 

negative, the force is in the poleward direction; a positive Fθ pushes 
cyclones equatorward.

In Fig. 4a, Fθ is plotted as a function of latitude. The four curves 
are drawn according to relative vorticity gradients calculated from 
idealized profiles of the PCs’ tangential velocity (vPC) (Methods). 
These profiles are determined according to the maximum velocities 
and the radii of the maximum velocities evaluated for the respec-
tive PCs on the north and south poles of Jupiter and Saturn6,12 
(Methods). Temporal and local variations of the velocity fields are 
not taken into account. The β profiles are calculated according 
to the respective planetary radii and rotation rates of Jupiter and 
Saturn (Methods).

It is evident (Fig. 4a) that both poles of Saturn cannot sustain a 
meridional equilibrium, and therefore do not have CPCs. In con-
trast, each pole of Jupiter exhibits two equilibrium points. However, 
the equilibrium point closer to the pole (in each of the red curves) 
is unstable. This is because a perturbation in the latitude of the CPC 
poleward from that point will further pull it to merge with the PC 
due to the negative vorticity gradient poleward of that point. A per-
turbation away from the pole brings the vortex to the farther point 
of equilibrium. That point is in a stable equilibrium, situated at lati-
tude ~ 84° for both poles. The circumpolar ring observed at J-NP 
lies approximately along 83° N, whereas at J-SP it is roughly at 84° S  
(ref. 4). This agreement between the calculated latitudes of equilib-
rium (Fig. 4) and the observations, and the lack of such equilib-
rium on Saturn, support the suggested mechanism as the stabilizing  
balance that holds the CPCs of Jupiter stable.

It can be seen (Fig. 4b) that the stable equilibrium is achieved 
farther from the poles when the PC rotates faster (smaller Ω/ωPC, 
where Ω is the planetary rotation rate and ωPC is the rotation rate of 
the PC). This is because the vorticity gradient of the PC is propor-
tional to its rotation rate, so faster-rotating PCs can ‘overcome’ the 
planetary vorticity gradient for greater distances from their centres. 
Larger polar vortices (smaller a/RPC, where a is the planetary radius 
and RPC is the radius of maximum velocity of the PC) also result 
in farther latitudes of equilibrium. In this case, this is due to their 
vorticity gradient profiles being stretched farther. This, however, 
has a limitation. A PC too big, relative to the planet, will be in a 
state where its region of positive vorticity gradient is too far from 
the pole, where β dominates. In these cases, equilibrium cannot be 
reached, as is the case of the Saturnian poles.

Zonal stability of circumpolar cyclones
Next, we investigate how many cyclones can fit in a circumpolar 
ring. All cyclones in the circumpolar ring are of nearly similar size  
and strength, with a comparable space between adjacent pairs4–6. 

North pole South pole

Jupiter

Saturn

80° N

85° N

80° S

85° S

Fig. 1 | Observations of the PCs and CPCs of Jupiter and Saturn. The 

images of Jupiter are infrared measurements taken by Juno’s JIRAM  

camera3 (adapted with permission). The images of Saturn were captured 

by the Cassini ISS37 (adapted with permission). Longitude lines point to the 

poles and are 15° apart. For Jupiter, longitude 0° in System III is positioned 

at the centre right of the images. A latitude circle is shown at 80° N/S for 

Jupiter and at 85° N/S for Saturn.
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Fig. 2 | Generalized β-drift schematic.  Grey contours represent streamlines 

of a vortex. Blue contours represent lines of equal background vorticity 

(ω) , and their increasing thickness represents the gradual increase in the 

magnitude of the background vorticity. a, The Lagrangian motion of two 

fluid parcels leads to a dipole of induced vorticity due to the conservation of 

PV during the motion led b y the vortex. b, A velocity profile induced in the 

vortex by the shearing due to the vorticity dipole illustrated in a.
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What sets the stability and location of the 
circumpolar cyclones?

Figure 1: Observations of the polar cyclones of Jupiter and Saturn. The photos of Jupiter are infrared images
taken by Juno’s JIRAM camera1. The photos of Saturn were captured by the Cassini ISS13. Longitude lines are
pointing to the poles and are 15◦ apart. A latitude circle is shown at 80◦ N/S for Jupiter and at 85◦ N/S for Saturn.

using a single-layer SW model 29, investigating their depth and structure and providing evidence for anticyclonic
shielding around the CPCs. Taking another approach, using deep 3D models, it was shown that Jovian cyclones
could extend deep, and may emanate from convection of heat30,31,32. This 3D vortex behavior was also studied in
laboratory experiments33,34.

In addition to the pull on a vortex due to the b-drift, a similar mechanism can act on a vortex by the presence
of any background vorticity gradient. For example, this gradient can be induced by jet streams and influence the
movement of a crossing vortex 35,36. This generalization appears to be key for understanding the stability of the
circumpolar vortices on Jupiter.

Vortex drift by a background vorticity gradient

For understanding the stability of the CPCs, it is essential to generalize the beta-drift as a force that acts in the
direction of rising background vorticity. For intuition, one can think of a simplistic scenario in which the conserved
potential vorticity (PV) consists in one part of a constant vorticity by a solid-disk, counter-clockwise rotating vortex,
and of a background vorticity that monotonically rises northward (Extended Data Fig. 1). A fluid parcel that starts
on the southern edge of the vortex, where the background vorticity is small, will be carried by the vortex circulation
to the eastern edge, where the background vorticity is higher. To conserve PV, a negative relative vorticity would
be induced. The opposite will happen with a northern parcel that will induce positive vorticity while reaching the
west side. This dipole of induced vorticity, usually termed “b-gyres”37,38, will then shear the velocity field and
thus generate a northward velocity profi le (Extended Data Fig. 1). The mean force acting on a vortex due to this
phenomenon is proportional to the gradient of background vorticity both in magnitude and in direction. Cyclones
are pulled toward the highest ascent of background vorticity while anti-cyclones are pulled toward the highest
descent.
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stable equilibrium

unstable equilibrium

• Saturn has no equilibrium points 
and thus no circumpolar cyclones

• Jupiter has a stable equilibrium 
point at 84◦ N/S setting the location 
of the circumpolar cyclones

Polar cyclone 
vorticity gradient

beta-drift

Gavriel and Kaspi, 2021, Nat. geo



What sets the stability and location of the 
circumpolar cyclones?

Figure 1: Observations of the polar cyclones of Jupiter and Saturn. The photos of Jupiter are infrared images
taken by Juno’s JIRAM camera1. The photos of Saturn were captured by the Cassini ISS13. Longitude lines are
pointing to the poles and are 15◦ apart. A latitude circle is shown at 80◦ N/S for Jupiter and at 85◦ N/S for Saturn.

using a single-layer SW model 29, investigating their depth and structure and providing evidence for anticyclonic
shielding around the CPCs. Taking another approach, using deep 3D models, it was shown that Jovian cyclones
could extend deep, and may emanate from convection of heat30,31,32. This 3D vortex behavior was also studied in
laboratory experiments33,34.

In addition to the pull on a vortex due to the b-drift, a similar mechanism can act on a vortex by the presence
of any background vorticity gradient. For example, this gradient can be induced by jet streams and influence the
movement of a crossing vortex 35,36. This generalization appears to be key for understanding the stability of the
circumpolar vortices on Jupiter.

Vortex drift by a background vorticity gradient

For understanding the stability of the CPCs, it is essential to generalize the beta-drift as a force that acts in the
direction of rising background vorticity. For intuition, one can think of a simplistic scenario in which the conserved
potential vorticity (PV) consists in one part of a constant vorticity by a solid-disk, counter-clockwise rotating vortex,
and of a background vorticity that monotonically rises northward (Extended Data Fig. 1). A fluid parcel that starts
on the southern edge of the vortex, where the background vorticity is small, will be carried by the vortex circulation
to the eastern edge, where the background vorticity is higher. To conserve PV, a negative relative vorticity would
be induced. The opposite will happen with a northern parcel that will induce positive vorticity while reaching the
west side. This dipole of induced vorticity, usually termed “b-gyres”37,38, will then shear the velocity field and
thus generate a northward velocity profi le (Extended Data Fig. 1). The mean force acting on a vortex due to this
phenomenon is proportional to the gradient of background vorticity both in magnitude and in direction. Cyclones
are pulled toward the highest ascent of background vorticity while anti-cyclones are pulled toward the highest
descent.
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• Saturn has no equilibrium points 
and thus no circumpolar cyclones

• Jupiter has a stable equilibrium 
point at 84◦ N/S setting the location 
of the circumpolar cyclones

Stability analysis of a ring of cyclones reveals a maximum 
of 8 vortices in the north pole and 5-6 in the south pole.

South pole in PJ22

Gavriel and Kaspi, 2021, Nat. geo



Trajectories Meridional spectra

Zonal spectra

Gavriel and Kaspi, 2022, GRL

The circumpolar cyclones’ temporal oscillations



The circumpolar cyclones’ temporal oscillations

Gavriel and Kaspi, 2022, GRL



The circumpolar cyclones’ westward drift



The beta-drift secondary circulation

Gavriel and Kaspi, GRL, 2023



The beta-drift secondary circulation

Gavriel and Kaspi, GRL, 2023



Center of mass approach

Beta-plane simulation demosntreating the westward drift

Gavriel and Kaspi, GRL, 2023
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The midlatitude jet-streams

• Eastward jets are driven by a momentum flux convergence
• Westward jets are driven by a momentum flux divergence

Earth’s Northern Hemisphere 
zonal wind (contour) and 
momentum flux convergence 
(color).
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Coriolis 
parameter

Meridional 
velocity

Earth has one Ferrel cell in each hemisphere, containing one (eddy driven) jet.

Can we identify such Ferrel cells on Jupiter?

after Salyk et al., 2006



The midlatitude jet-streams

• Eastward jets are driven by a momentum flux convergence
• Westward jets are driven by a momentum flux divergence

Duer, Gavriel et al., 2021, GRL
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The direction of each Ferrel-like cell corresponds to the direction of the respective midlatitude jet. Eastward 

(westward) jets are located in cells of eastward momentum flux convergence (divergence) implying (Equation 1) 

a counterclockwise (clockwise) circulation in the NH, and a clockwise (counterclockwise) circulation in the SH 

(Figures 1b and 1d; Figure 2b). The upper branch of the Ferrel-like cells may coincide with the lower branch 

of stacked upper cells with an opposite circulation (Ingersoll et al., 2000; Showman &  de Pater, 2005) (dashed 

transparent lines in Figure 2b), and therefore may share the same balance (Equation 1). Indications for the upper 

cells come from measurements of temperature and shallow tracer distributions (de Pater et al., 2019; Fletcher 

et al., 2016; Gierasch et al., 1986). Similar to the balance describing the deeper branch of the lower cells, the 

upper branch of the upper cells requires a drag force, which may result from breaking of atmospheric waves (Gi-

erasch et al., 1986; Ingersoll et al., 2021).

The background ammonia profile is skewed by the vertical branches of the cells (dashed orange lines in Fig-

ure 2b), maximizing the ammonia meridional gradient (∂
y
m

a
) where the jet velocity peaks (i.e., in the middle of 

the cell). This means that a correlation (along isobars) is expected between the zonal jets and the meridional gra-

dient of the ammonia concentration at midlatitudes (Duer et al., 2020; Fletcher et al., 2021). However, since the 

vertical gradient of a changes with depth (Li et al., 2017; Figure 2a), the nature of the correlation should change 

as well, as illustrated in Figures 2c and 2d. These simple considerations motivate the examination of the corre-

lation between ̄  and a (− b) in midlatitudes (Figures 3a and 3c, also see Supporting Information S1). Note 

that b corresponds inversely to ammonia abundance at a certain pressure level (Li et al., 2017). For a deep-wind 

estimate, we use the measured cloud-level winds (Tollefson et al., 2017) projected inward in a direction parallel to 

the axis of rotation, without any change in magnitude (in the upper 240 bar), as implied by gravity measurement 

constraints (Galanti &  Kaspi, 2021; Galanti et al., 2021). The correlations are performed using a 4◦  latitudinal bin 

Figure 2. Schematics of Jupiter's mer idional circulation as inferred from the ammonia distribution. (a) The vertical structure (aligned to the pressure scale at panel b) 

of the meridionally averaged ammonia concentration ( a ) (ppm), as interpreted from the b data (Li et al., 2017). (b) I llustration of a midlatitude Ferrel-like circulation 

cell (blue arrows) in the northern hemisphere (NH), looking from east toward the west. The cells are accompanied by an eddy-driven barotropic jet ( ̄  ), which peaks at 

the center of the cell (beige contours). Ammonia constant-concentration lines are illustrated with orange shades (according to the ammonia vertical profile from panel 

a). Dashed orange lines are deviations from a , driven by vertical advection. The return flow of the cell, illustrated by a dashed blue arrow, lies at an unknown depth. 

An oppositely directed upper cell, as sugg ested by pre-Juno measurements (Fletcher et al., 2020; Ingersoll et al., 2000; Showman &  de Pater, 2005), is demonstrated by 

dashed transparent arrows.  is pressure, taken as a vertical coordinate. (c) A closer look at the region where the rising air advects ammonia-poor f luid to an ammonia-

rich layer, associated with pressure levels between 1.5 and 6 bar. (d) Here, rising gas drags higher ammonia concentr ation to a lower ammonia concentration region, 

associated with pressure levels deeper than 6 bar. (e) A cross section of Jupiter's equatorial upwelling ( ̄  ), associated with a superrotating jet ( ̄  , green contours), 

leading to an ammonia concentration maximum. The equatorial a (orange contours) is assumed to decrease with radius (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1). J 

is Jupiter's radius and  and  are the latitudinal and radial directions, respectively.



Eight Ferrel cells

Ferrel cell

Hadley cell

Multiple Ferrel cells on Jupiter
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Information S1; Fletcher et al., 2021; Oyafuso et al., 2020), which might mask the cells' footprints in the MW R 

data. Nevertheless, the lightning data reinforces the existence of the NH cells, as lightning peaks are aligned 

with the rising branch of the cells at the poleward side of the eastward jets (Figures 1e and S1 in Supporting In-

formation S1), which combined with the MW R data (Figures 4b–4d) provide indication for eight northern cells. 

Additional NH centered perijoves during the Juno extended mission may provide data to better constrain the NH 

cells. For more intuition, one can look at the full ammonia map (Figure 4d), where iso-concentration lines are 

pulled up and down by the vertical winds (as schematically illustrated in Figure 2b), emphasizing the locations of 

the 16 eddy-driven cells evident in the MW R data.

4. Discussion

The identified array of alternating cells in midlatitudes, along with the equatorial upwelling, are key features 

in the meridional overturning circulation of the Jovian atmosphere (Figure 5). The cells' depth that can be in-

ferred from the MW R measurements is limited to the sensing range (∼ 240  bar), but they are likely to extend 

deeper into the planet, as suggested by multiple theoretical studies (e.g., Christensen et al., 2020; Liu &  Sch-

neider, 2010). Another example for deep, turbulence driven, meridional circulation cells may exist on the sun 

(M iesch &  Hindman,  2011).

This study provides an explanation for the observed meridional ammonia anomalies, given the meridionally 

averaged vertical ammonia profile. The consistency of these results suggest that the b latitudinal variations are 

dominated by the opacity of a passive tracer, rather than the kinetic temperature. Note that evidence for the part 

of the deep cells extending from 1.5 to 6 bar depends on the flip of the background ammonia vertical gradient 

(Figure 2a), and without it these depths might be part of upper inverse cells (Fletcher et al., 2021). The shape of 

this vertical profile might be set by precipitation, diffusion, and small-scale mixing, all of which might change 

with latitude and depth (Guillot, Li, et al., 2020). Nonetheless, the remarkable agreement between the model and 

the data, together with the robust correlation analysis, provide strong evidence that the observed distribution of 

ammonia is governed by the existence, number, position, and relative strength of the Ferrel-like circulation cells 

in Jupiter.

Figure 5. A figurative cross section of Jupiter's mer idional circulation and a magnif ication of the midlatitude circulation 

cells. The circulation cells (blue) are axisymmetric in the zonal direction. The pink shell represents a deep layer characteristic 

for all depths within the circulation cells. The white ar rows represent alternating jet streams and are symmetric around 

the equator for the purpose of clarity. Each jet between latitudes 20◦ − 60◦ N∕S is accompanied by a turbulence-driven 

circulation cell (blue ar rows) in the meridional plane as illustrated in Figure 2b. The equatorial upwelling associated with the 

superrotating jet is drawn at the equator, as illustrated in Figure 2e, as part of a larger possible equatorial cell (dark blue).

JupiterEarth

Polar cell





The Juno gravity experiment



The measured gravity field

Jn = -
1
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a = mean radius
M = total mass
Pn = Legendre 
polynomial

Zonal gravity harmonics:

r = r r,q( )+ r ' r,q( )

Density has 2 components:

Rigid body Dynamics

• Even gravity harmonics are close to the rigid body prediction.

Iess et al., 2018, Nature



The measured gravity field

Jn = -
1

anM
rnPn q( )r r,q( )ò d3r

a = mean radius
M = total mass
Pn = Legendre 
polynomial

Zonal gravity harmonics:

r = r r,q( )+ r ' r,q( )

Density has 2 components:

Rigid body Dynamics

• Even gravity harmonics are close to the rigid body prediction.
• Odd harmonics are large and must be a pure signature of dynamics.

Iess et al., 2018, Nature



The dynamical gravity signature
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Thermal wind balance

𝑢cyl

𝑢 = 𝑢cyl𝑒
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• Use the observed winds at the cloud level and 
extend them inward on cylinders. 

• Use thermal wind balance to relate between 
the flow and the density anomalies (gravity 
signal): ( )

0
'2 gu
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Kaspi, 2013, GRL

e-folding decay depth (km)e-folding decay depth (km)

• Assuming an e-folding depth for the cloud level winds
• Relating the wind profile to the density anomaly through thermal wind balance
• Using the dynamical density to calculate the gravity harmonics Jn = -

1

anM
rnPn q( )r r,q( )ò d3r

Gravity harmonics resulting from extension inward of the cloud-level winds



Even with a simple model, a specific depth range of 1,000-3,000 km is identified.

e-folding decay depth (km)e-folding decay depth (km)

• Assuming an e-folding depth for the cloud level winds
• Relating the wind profile to the density anomaly through thermal wind balance
• Using the dynamical density to calculate the gravity harmonics Jn = -

1

anM
rnPn q( )r r,q( )ò d3r

Kaspi et al., 2018, Nature

Gravity harmonics resulting from extension inward of the cloud-level winds



The vertical and meridional structure of the flow

Allowing also the depth of the flow to vary with depth, and optimizing for the vertical profile:

Vertical profile 
at the equator

Latitudinal profile of 
the mid point depth

Kaspi et al., 2018
Galanti and Kaspi, 2021



Cylindricalal projection of the cloud level winds

Radial projection of the cloud level winds

• Constraining the gravity solution to be very 
small towards the poles, allows calculating 
the gravity harmonics to much higher 
degree.

• High correlation all the way to J35.

• J3, J5, J7 and J9 are part of a wavy pattern 
which continues to much higher degree.

• Projecting the winds inward radially does 
not match the measurements.

The high-degree gravity harmonics

Where does the wavy pattern come from?

Gravity harmonic degree
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The source of the gravity signal
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Similar gravity measurements of Cassini at Saturn 

The Cassini Grand finale (May-Aug 2017) made 6 gravity measurements, 
improving significantly the known gravity spectrum of Saturn



The deep flow structure inferred from gravity

Jupiter Saturn

• In blue: Optimal decay profile 
matching the gravity 
measurements.

• Winds on Jupiter extend to 
depth of ~3000km

• On Saturn the winds reach 
depth of ~9,000km.

Kaspi et al., 2020, Space Sci. Rev.



• Electrical conductivity is 
expected to affect the flow in 
the semi-conducting region via 
Ohmic dissipation (Liu et al., 
2008, Cao & Stevenson, 2017).

• In both planets, conductivity 
increases where the flow 
decays.

Jupiter Saturn

Liu et al. (2008)

French et al. (2012)

0                      50                     100 [S/m] 0                      50                     100 [S/m]

Kaspi et al., 2020, Space Sci. Rev.

The deep flow structure inferred from gravity



• Electrical conductivity is 
expected to affect the flow in 
the semi-conducting region via 
Ohmic dissipation (Liu et al., 
2008, Cao & Stevenson, 2017).

• In both planets, conductivity 
increases where the flow 
decays.

• The depth inferred from gravity 
alone defines a tangent cylinder, 
out of which there is prograde 
flow.

Jupiter Saturn

Liu et al. (2008)

French et al. (2012)

0                      50                     100 [S/m] 0                      50                     100 [S/m]

The deep flow structure inferred from gravity



How deep is the Great Red Spot?

Parisi et al. 2021, Science
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Figure 4: R esu l ts of the G R S depth estim ation . (A) Results of the mascon approach
(SOL1), with the H and GMA relationship from thermal wind balance (blue). (B) Results
of the Slepian approach (SOL2) and the H and ↵2 relationship for the predicted gravity
anomalies (blue). For both analyses, the estimated value from the Juno measurements is
also shown, with the 1σ uncertainty (gray shaded area) and the 3σ level (dotted).

mented in M ON T E and the vertical separation a↵ects both the estimated central value of

GM A and its formal uncertainty (13). W e measure GMA = (1.47 ± 1.08)⇥10− 1 km3 s− 2 .

The derived GRS depth is then obtained from the predicted H and GMA relationship

from thermal wind. W e find H = 290+ 85
− 140 km, which is fully compatible with the Juno

M W R observations (4). For the Slepian approach (fig. 4B), the estimated ↵2 coefficient
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Bolton et al. 2021, Science
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The equatorial region

Duer et al., submitted



The relation between the domain depth and equatorial flow extent



The mechanism for equatorial superrotation



Mechanism for equatorial superrotation (weakly supercritical example)

Analytic solutions of linear convection in a rotating 

sphere. (Zhang and Schubert, 1997; Simitev, 2012)

Reynolds Stresses

Equatorial plane, viewed from above

Busse, 2002; Aurnou, 2007

Outward momentum flux

( ) ( ) ( )rururu +=  ,',0,zonal velocity:

3D deep GCM simulation (weakly supercritical) 

Kaspi, 2008



Mechanism for equatorial superrotation (weakly supercritical example)Reynolds Stresses

Equatorial plane, viewed from above

Outward momentum flux

( ) ( ) ( )rururu +=  ,',0,zonal velocity:

superrotation

3D deep GCM simulation (weakly supercritical) 
Kaspi, 2008

Acceleration due to an eddy 
momentum flux convergence



Tilted convection columns lead to eddy angular 
momentum flux perpendicular to the direction of 
the spin axis. 

Angular momentum 
flux convergence

Equatorial superrotation in deep models



Summary
• Juno enabled better understating of the dynamical regimes of Jupiter’s atmosphere

• Jupiter’s north (south) pole has 8 (5) circumpolar cyclones, which are held 
stable due to a balance between the beta-drift and the vorticity gradient 
of the cyclones.

• Jupiter’s midlatitudes feature 8 Ferrel cells in 
each hemisphere around the eddy-driven jets.

• Jupiter’s gravity field is hemispherically (north-south) 
asymmetric: a pure signal of deep dynamics.

• This allowed determining that the depth of the cloud-level flows 
reach approximately 3000 km beneath the cloud level, which is 
the level of magnetic dissipation.

• Cassini results for Saturn indicate flows extending  down to 9000 km,  
consistent in pressure with the depth on Jupiter and with MHD theory.

• GRS overflight gravity measurements indicate the GRS depth is <500 km.

Figure 1: Observations of the polar cyclones of Jupiter and Saturn. The photos of Jupiter are infrared images
taken by Juno’s JIRAM camera1. The photos of Saturn were captured by the Cassini ISS13. Longitude lines are
pointing to the poles and are 15◦ apart. A latitude circle is shown at 80◦ N/S for Jupiter and at 85◦ N/S for Saturn.

using a single-layer SW model 29, investigating their depth and structure and providing evidence for anticyclonic
shielding around the CPCs. Taking another approach, using deep 3D models, it was shown that Jovian cyclones
could extend deep, and may emanate from convection of heat30,31,32. This 3D vortex behavior was also studied in
laboratory experiments33,34.

In addition to the pull on a vortex due to the b-drift, a similar mechanism can act on a vortex by the presence
of any background vorticity gradient. For example, this gradient can be induced by jet streams and influence the
movement of a crossing vortex 35,36. This generalization appears to be key for understanding the stability of the
circumpolar vortices on Jupiter.

Vortex drift by a background vorticity gradient

For understanding the stability of the CPCs, it is essential to generalize the beta-drift as a force that acts in the
direction of rising background vorticity. For intuition, one can think of a simplistic scenario in which the conserved
potential vorticity (PV) consists in one part of a constant vorticity by a solid-disk, counter-clockwise rotating vortex,
and of a background vorticity that monotonically rises northward (Extended Data Fig. 1). A fluid parcel that starts
on the southern edge of the vortex, where the background vorticity is small, will be carried by the vortex circulation
to the eastern edge, where the background vorticity is higher. To conserve PV, a negative relative vorticity would
be induced. The opposite will happen with a northern parcel that will induce positive vorticity while reaching the
west side. This dipole of induced vorticity, usually termed “b-gyres”37,38, will then shear the velocity field and
thus generate a northward velocity profi le (Extended Data Fig. 1). The mean force acting on a vortex due to this
phenomenon is proportional to the gradient of background vorticity both in magnitude and in direction. Cyclones
are pulled toward the highest ascent of background vorticity while anti-cyclones are pulled toward the highest
descent.
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Information S1; Fletcher et al., 2021; Oyafuso et al., 2020), which might mask the cells' footprints in the MW R 

data. Nevertheless, the lightning data reinforces the existence of the NH cells, as lightning peaks are aligned 

with the rising branch of the cells at the poleward side of the eastward jets (Figures 1e and S1 in Supporting In-

formation S1), which combined with the MW R data (Figures 4b–4d) provide indication for eight northern cells. 

Additional NH centered perijoves during the Juno extended mission may provide data to better constrain the NH 

cells. For more intuition, one can look at the full ammonia map (Figure 4d), where iso-concentration lines are 

pulled up and down by the vertical winds (as schematically illustrated in Figure 2b), emphasizing the locations of 

the 16 eddy-driven cells evident in the MW R data.

4. Discussion

The identified array of alternating cells in midlatitudes, along with the equatorial upwelling, are key features 

in the meridional overturning circulation of the Jovian atmosphere (Figure 5). The cells' depth that can be in-

ferred from the MW R measurements is limited to the sensing range (∼ 240  bar), but they are likely to extend 

deeper into the planet, as suggested by multiple theoretical studies (e.g., Christensen et al., 2020; Liu &  Sch-

neider, 2010). Another example for deep, turbulence driven, meridional circulation cells may exist on the sun 

(M iesch &  Hindman,  2011).

This study provides an explanation for the observed meridional ammonia anomalies, given the meridionally 

averaged vertical ammonia profile. The consistency of these results suggest that the b latitudinal variations are 

dominated by the opacity of a passive tracer, rather than the kinetic temperature. Note that evidence for the part 

of the deep cells extending from 1.5 to 6 bar depends on the flip of the background ammonia vertical gradient 

(Figure 2a), and without it these depths might be part of upper inverse cells (Fletcher et al., 2021). The shape of 

this vertical profile might be set by precipitation, diffusion, and small-scale mixing, all of which might change 

with latitude and depth (Guillot, Li, et al., 2020). Nonetheless, the remarkable agreement between the model and 

the data, together with the robust correlation analysis, provide strong evidence that the observed distribution of 

ammonia is governed by the existence, number, position, and relative strength of the Ferrel-like circulation cells 

in Jupiter.

Figure 5. A figurative cross section of Jupiter's mer idional circulation and a magnif ication of the midlatitude circulation 

cells. The circulation cells (blue) are axisymmetric in the zonal direction. The pink shell represents a deep layer characteristic 

for all depths within the circulation cells. The white ar rows represent alternating jet streams and are symmetric around 

the equator for the purpose of clarity. Each jet between latitudes 20◦ − 60◦ N∕S is accompanied by a turbulence-driven 

circulation cell (blue ar rows) in the meridional plane as illustrated in Figure 2b. The equatorial upwelling associated with the 

superrotating jet is drawn at the equator, as illustrated in Figure 2e, as part of a larger possible equatorial cell (dark blue).



3000 km deep

No deep internal flows ”Fuzzy core”???



Whal et al., GRL, 2017

Interior structure properties and core
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SaturnJupiter

Vertical flow profile combining gravity and magnetic field measurements

Magnetic secular variation
(Moore et al., 2019)









Statistical significance test for other wind profiles



Statistical significance test for other wind profiles

Kaspi et al., 2018
Duer et al., 2020

With high likelihood the meridional profile of the flow at depth 
does not vary from that at the cloud-level (mainly at low-latitudes)



How deep are the zonal winds?

Galileo entry probe (1995) 
detected zonal winds that 
increase in depth and then 
remain constant. 

Atkinson et al., 1998


